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INTERVIEW VIDEO - PAUL  – Whereas the majority of the interview videos in the series have dealt with 
issues around debt, Paul’s story centers on savings. Paul was a big saveer before he started giving. His story deals 
with learning what it means to give without getting anything back. 

ONLY LOVE REMAINS– When Paul’s video ends, the band will begin playing this song by Griffin House. The 
song lyrics are triumphant (key lyrics: “All my things melt away, and only love, love remains.”), however the mood of 
the song is somber. The point of playing the song is to acknowledge the real guts of what giving is and validate the 
feeling of pain and vulnerability that often comes along with giving. That when you give, you are dying to yourselves - 
a piece of you is dying, and that’s great, but it also feels painful.

HOST – After the song, the service host will come on stage and talk about giving and how when we give of 
ourselves, we are literally tearing a piece of ourselves off and handing it over. There’s a very real and legitimate cost 
to giving.  Jesus said, 'Hey if you want to have life, you've got to lose your's.' Ouch. Losing my life, I think, will 
always be painful. But that’s where the sweet ultimately stuff is. And when we can let go, we will find freedom 
waiting.

INTERVIEW VIDEO - PATSY – Patsy’s story deals with her hesitancy to give. She tells a story of how her 
husband gave her a thousand dollar check and told her to give the money away and how she couldn’t release it.

BRIAN TOME – After Patsy’s video, Brian will come on stage and begin his talk.
  

INTERVIEW VIDEO - NATE – Nate talks about taking on extra work in order to fulfill a financial gift he felt like 
God was calling him to make. 

BRIAN TOME - Brian will explain and set up how people can the mark the moment and decide to begin living 
generously

MARK THE MOMENT – The band will perform ‘Rise’ from week 4 while people bring their filled out cards 
forward. They will be pinning them on one of nine sections that will be hung together to form a new center screen. 
Once everyone has come forward and the screen has been assembled, the band will launch in the song, ‘Run’ 
(available free at crossroads.net) and a video showing people running and people giving of themselves will be 
projected on the new center screen now made up of people’s commitment cards. The idea is that their commitments 
are not only freedom for themselves, but will be reflecting freedom for others. 

BRIAN TOME - After the song Brian will close with a few thoughts and then send everyone out. Once that 
happens, the band will start playing ‘Run’ again to give people who may have hesitated during the mark the moment 
a chance to come forard and pin their card on the screen. 

NOTE: Outline subject to change 


